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Abstract

This paper presents a dynamic hypothesis explaining the system dynamics underlying the identity theft epidemic. The causal loop structure synthesizes current understanding of the problem and suggests that any strategy to address the identity theft epidemic by primarily focusing on prosecuting thieves without effectively mitigating the underlying forces is doomed to failure. The causal loop diagram elucidates the dominant feedback structure—a collection of rapid-feedback, self-reinforcing dynamics that generate ample opportunities for would-be thieves. Preliminary results from the analysis provide a foundation for exploring policy options through a full working model, yet to be developed.

Introduction

Identity theft, using another’s personal identifying information in the fraudulent acquisition of goods or services, is broadly recognized to have reached epidemic proportions in the United States (Department of Justice, 2002, p. 2.42). It is one of the fastest growing crimes, victimizing an estimated ten million people in 2003 (Synovate, 2003, p. 7). Since 2001, identity theft has been the top consumer fraud complaint reported to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), constituting more than 40 percent of total complaints (FTC Consumer Sentinel, 2004, p. 4). Cumulatively, there were an estimated 27 million victims in the U.S. in the five-year period 1998-2003 (Synovate, 2003, p. 12), and over 33 million since 1990 making approximately one in six adults in the U.S. a victim of identity theft (Givens, 2003, p. 3).

The effects of identity theft on the victim can be devastating, both psychologically and financially. As a result of identity theft, the victim’s credit rating can be seriously damaged impacting his/her ability to obtain credit for the next several years. On a national scale, losses to businesses due to identity theft in the U.S. were estimated to be nearly 50 billion U.S. dollars in 2003 (Synovate, 2003, p. 7). Beyond the financial costs, identity theft impacts society by perpetrating drug trafficking, money laundering, and terrorism (Wilcox and Regan, 2002, p. 2).

Identity theft has broad implications that threaten consumer confidence by eroding public trust in business transactions (Department of Justice, 2002, p. 2.42). Upon passing recent legislation, President Bush said, “The crime of identity theft undermines the basic trust on which our economy depends. Identity theft harms not only its direct victims, but also many businesses and customers whose confidence is shaken” (Lemke, 2004).
The United States enacted the Identity Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act in 1998 criminalizing identity theft. In 2004, stiffer penalties were added to the law for all crimes committed that involve identity theft (Sovern, 2003, p. 350; Lemke, 2004). Although federal laws were passed in 1999 (Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act) and 2001 (U.S.A. Patriot Act) intending to safeguard consumer information and verify customer identification, identity theft has continued to grow exponentially over the last five years (Sullivan, 2004c, pp. 169–176). Privacy rights groups in California urge that more needs to be done to prevent identity theft:

(L)egislation must be enacted to require creditors and credit bureaus to improve their credit-granting and complaint-handling practices. Further, easy access to the bits of information that comprise a consumer’s financial identity must be curtailed. Sloppy credit-granting practices by banks, department stores, phone services and other creditors make the crime all too easy to commit. (Benner, Givens, & Mierzwinski, 2000, sect. V.)

Current approaches for addressing identity theft largely ignore the epidemic as a systemic problem. The research described herein shows that any strategy to address the identity theft epidemic by primarily focusing on prosecuting thieves without effectively mitigating the underlying forces is doomed to failure. The analysis in this paper suggests policies and practices necessary to effectively address the growth in identity theft. A system-wide perspective is needed to fully understand the interactions and feedbacks of factors driving identity theft.

The research employs the methodology of system dynamics to elucidate the dominant factors and dynamic relationships that contribute to this complex problem. The dynamic hypothesis suggests that the dominant forces behind the identity theft epidemic are found in an exploding credit economy, coupled with a business culture that plays fast and loose with consumer information, while experiencing almost no negative financial consequences. This culture creates a rapid-feedback, self-reinforcing dynamic that generates ample opportunities for would-be thieves. Moreover, while consumers have the greatest short-term risks from identity theft, they have little ability to counter the problem because of significant feedback delays.

Similar findings can be found elsewhere in the literature (LoPucki, 2002; Solove, 2003; Sovern, 2003; Sullivan, 2004c). Some of these analyses are based on a synthesis of anecdotal evidence from victims and thieves (Benner et al., 2000; Sullivan, 2004c). Others base their findings on legal analyses of human identification methods (LoPucki 2002), data security practices (Solove, 2003), and the misallocation of costs incurred by identity theft (Sovern, 2003). This paper provides a different perspective by providing a theoretical system framework for characterizing the problem by applying conceptual systems modeling techniques, along with some computer based simulations of certain system elements to provide a more rigorous justification for policy options.

Figure 1 provides a broad framework for exploring the identity theft problem. The diagram outlines the major elements of the problem, as identified in the literature. These elements (indicated by the square boxes in the figure) correspond to the major system components (or sectors) developed in the system model described in this thesis.
The *Identity Theft* sector represents the system elements of identity thieves and their victims. This sector also describes the dynamics created when aggressive prosecution of thieves is used in an attempt to curb the identity theft epidemic. The *Information Exposure* sector represents the dynamics leading to the increasing exposure of personal consumer information, much of which is then accessible both to businesses (who use the information to drive the credit economy) and to thieves (who use the information for identify theft and fraud). The arrow pointing from *Information Exposure* to *Identify Theft* indicates that the growth in information exposure provides opportunities for increased incidences of identify theft.

The *Credit Economy* represents credit-based transactions between consumers and businesses, and the processes by which those transactions are managed and validated. Within this sector consumers apply for credit in order to make purchases. As credit applicants provide their personal information on the credit application, the businesses or financial institutions then check the credit applicants’ credit worthiness and either allow or deny the new credit accounts. Businesses, credit lending industry practices, and government policy allow new credit applicants fast and easy access to credit for quick sales, which keeps the *Credit Economy* rolling. A key player in this process is the credit reporting agency, which maintains credit lending and repayment transactions passed from businesses. These compiled transactions create an individual consumer’s credit report. If the credit report generally shows no defaults in repayment history on other lines of credit, the applicant is deemed to be credit-worthy and granted an extension of credit to buy goods on account. Businesses enjoy higher revenues from increased credit sales in the growth of the *Credit Economy* sector as consumers are able to buy more goods instantly with a promise of future repayment.

Notice the two arrows between the *Credit Economy* and the *Information Exposure* sectors. These represent a feedback relationship: growth in the credit economy leads to increased personal information exposure, which in turn fuels further growth of the credit economy. This relationship exists because consumers divulge personal information in order to buy goods on credit, as represented by the arrow from the *Credit Economy* sector to the *Information Exposure* sector. The arrow pointing from the *Information Exposure* sector to the *Credit Economy* sector represents businesses (defined as all financial institutions, merchants,
and credit reporting agencies) exploiting consumer personal information by selling, buying, or sharing it in pursuit of new credit customers.

The rest of this paper will use a system dynamics model to describe how these three sectors, Identify Theft, Information Exposure, and Credit Economy dynamically interact to create the identify theft epidemic. The model is then used to evaluate the potential impact of policies that primarily focus on catching identity thieves after the crime has been committed.

Figure 1 also includes a Public Trust sector, which describes the dynamics affecting consumer confidence in our nation’s businesses and economy. The arrow pointing from Identity Theft to the Public Trust sector signifies shaken consumer confidence and concern for consumers’ own financial well-being due to the growing number of identity theft victims. The arrow from Public Trust to Credit Economy signifies the dependence of the Credit Economy on the goodwill and trust of the public. That is, consumers make credit purchases from a business at least partly because they trust that their personal information is safe with that business. To the extent that this trust is eroded, the Credit Economy cannot continue to grow and flourish.

The dynamics underlying the Public Trust sector are explored only minimally in this analysis, and are used as a barometer of public tolerance for identity theft. In a worst case scenario, the erosion of public trust could lead to a collapse of the credit economy as consumers withdraw from participation in order to protect their personal information and financial liability. However, it is more likely that the erosion of public trust could lead to greater pressure on government and businesses to address the exponential growth in identity theft through effective policies and business practices. Many factors affect public trust besides the identity theft phenomenon (i.e. public perceptions about the health of the economy). Therefore, in this paper, the dynamics in the Public Trust sector are defined only to the extent that is relevant to the identify theft problem.

The next section reviews the research literature to provide a foundation for the dynamics implied in Figure 1. Then, the main section of the paper describes the dynamic systems model that comprises the core of this research effort. This model elucidates the dynamic relationships within and among the sectors in Figure 1. The model is validated with a comparison of historical data to the results from simulation runs of critical components of the model. In conclusion, simulation techniques and a qualitative examination of the feedback relationships implied by the model are used to evaluate the effect of current policies and to suggest approaches to curb the identity theft epidemic.

Analysis of the Identity Theft Problem: State of Current Research

Although the media has helped increase public awareness of identity theft, there are relatively few scholarly works in this area. However, there is a sizeable body of research that lends insight to those factors that drive identity theft. In order to synthesize findings from the literature, this section reviews that work within the context of the four sectors in Figure 1.

The Identity Theft Sector: Findings from the Literature

Survey statistics show that identity theft is growing exponentially. Catching those committing identity thefts is tough to do. It takes many hours of law enforcement effort to
interview victims and others affected by the crime to build a case in order to prosecute thieves. Hence, identity theft is easy to commit and easy to get away with since there is little evidence linking the crime to a thief (Sullivan, 2004c). Legislation since 1998 has stiffened penalties for committing identity theft and bolstered law enforcement efforts to catch thieves. In spite of these efforts, the crime continues to grow exponentially. While this is a necessary part of fighting crime, efforts focused on catching and removing thieves from society are inadequate for reducing the exponential growth in identity theft – a fact that will be illustrated later via the system dynamics model for this sector.

Various surveys and personal victimization accounts substantiate the increasing incidence of identity theft. Of the total consumer fraud complaints formally filed with the FTC in 2003, 42 percent were identity theft incidents, up from 40 percent in 2002 (FTC Consumer Sentinel, 2004, p. 3). In a random telephone survey of over 4,000 adults, sponsored by the FTC in April 2003, 4.6 percent said they had been victims of identity theft in the prior year (Synovate, 2003, p. 4). This percentage applied across the entire U.S. adult population suggests that 9.9 million Americans were victims for the twelve-month period ending April, 2003 (Synovate, 2003, p. 7). The results parallel a separate study by Gartner Research surveying over 2,400 adults in May 2003 that estimated seven million victims nationwide (Litan, 2003a). The findings from both studies indicate that significantly more consumers are victims of identity theft than is suggested by the 214,905 complaints formally filed with the FTC in the calendar year 2003 (FTC Consumer Sentinel, 2004, p. 4). The disparity between complaints filed and survey results suggest that many victims do not file a formal complaint with the FTC, leaving the crime largely unreported.

Solove (2003) surmises that “…it is only recently that policymakers have turned their attention to identity theft, and the overwhelming approach in dealing with it has been to enact criminal penalties” (p. 19). The Identity Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act, Pub. L. No. 105-318 (1998) recognizes identity theft as a federal crime. Before 1998, three states had passed identity theft legislation. By 2002, 44 states had statutes in place. Continuing this legislative trend, stiffer penalties for committing identity theft were enacted in July 2004 that makes helping terrorists acquire false identification a felony (Lemke, 2004).

In 2000, the last year reporting this statistic, there were only 5,807 identity thieves arrested by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the Secret Service, and the U.S. Postal Service (Litan, 2003a). Based on roughly four million victims in 2000, it is estimated that thieves have a one in 700 (0.14 percent) chance of being caught by law enforcement (Litan, 2003c). Thieves leave little physical evidence identifying the culprit making identity theft cases difficult to prosecute (Sullivan, 2004c).

In late August 2004, the U.S. Attorney General announced the results of a three-month effort to crack-down on Internet fraud and identity theft. The collaborative law enforcement effort resulted in 103 arrests and 53 convictions that affected 150,000 victims who lost 215 million U.S. dollars (U.S. Department of State). This sting operation reflects the urgency to fight white collar crime as reported in the U.S. Department of Justice Strategic Plan for 2003-2008 (2.46). With this targeted and aggressive law enforcement effort, the prosecution rate was 51 percent, which is below the 58 percent prosecution rate for all federal crimes (U.S. Department
of Justice Web site). Furthermore, statistics from this case show the impact that one identity thief can create hundreds or even thousands of victims in a relatively short period of time.

Law enforcement efforts to catch thieves are an essential part of battling identity theft. The predominant strategy of reducing identity theft through law enforcement efforts is referred to throughout this paper as “conventional mental model.” The conventional mental model describes prevailing public policies that concentrate on catching more thieves through law enforcement efforts and removing thieves from the system by sentencing and prosecuting to curb the identity theft epidemic. This approach is necessary, but not sufficient. It defines the problem of identify theft as a harm to individuals by criminals (Solove, 2003). Furthermore, the conventional mental model leads to policies that deal with the symptoms of the problem, not the underlying causes. Similarly, when you are sick, you go to a doctor to find out what is wrong so that you can become healthy again. Your symptoms need to be treated so that you feel better, but ultimately, you want to know what made you sick so you can prevent getting sick in the future. Treating the symptoms alone is not enough when the underlying cause is still present and the sickness could return and spread to others. The conventional mental model will be described in more detail later as part of the Identify Theft sector of the system model.

The Information Exposure Sector: Findings from the Literature

Instances of personal information exposure refer to any activity that takes a consumer’s personal information out of his/her control. The literature shows that businesses play fast and loose with consumers’ personal information through lack of adequate security and buying and selling it for competitive advantage and financial gain. The “Information Exposure” sector includes those system dynamics that lead to an ever increasing level of exposure of personal information as more consumer information is collected and used by businesses. As a result, personal information is easily accessible making it vulnerable for exploitation by perpetrators.

Personal information is exposed over time and in many ways so that it should no longer be considered private (i.e. only known by the true owner of the information). Simply knowing the information or possessing documents stating an identity can no longer be relied upon for proving an identity (LoPucki, 2002).

Literature referencing the Information Exposure sector ranges from discussion of consumers and businesses protecting personal information to those views recognizing that personal information is, and will continue to be, publicly available. In the latter view, Willox and Regan (2002) assert that false identification documents are easy to create and use based on widely available personal information.

LoPucki (2003) argues that personal identifying information such as Social Security numbers and mother’s maiden names of living Americans are already in private hands so that concealing them now will not reduce identity theft (p. 54). LoPucki (2002) states that the geometric growth in identity theft is a result of the lack of effective defenses in the consumer credit system (p. 3). He argues that the identity theft problem is not caused by thieves having access to personal information, but rather by creditors and credit reporting agencies having little incentive to properly identify individuals applying for credit (LoPucki, 2002, p. 9).
Sovern (2003) critiques the credit industry and the laws that govern the credit reporting agencies. He upholds that businesses granting credit to consumers and credit reporting agencies have the greatest power to prevent identity theft and the most knowledge about systems for granting credit, yet they lack legal and financial incentive to prevent identity theft (p. 375). He proposes changes necessary in credit industry laws such as requiring businesses to verify the identity of the credit applicant and more careful processing of pre-approved credit applications.

Businesses depend on, collect, process, and store an ever-increasing amount of personal information on employees and customers (Solove, 2003, p. 18). A key piece of personal information stored is a consumer’s Social Security number used as a personal identifier in financial and business transactions with employers, banks, creditors, businesses, and medical records. As businesses and organizations have grown and become increasingly automated over the last 30 years, Social Security numbers have been used widely and freely as convenient, easy to remember personal identifiers and pass codes to prove identities for all types of business transactions.

Exposure of personal information creates a wealth of data available to identity thieves via the Internet, a bank teller, a telephone customer service representative, or a payroll manager’s desk (Sullivan, 2004a). When a consumer applies for credit, he/she divulges certain key elements of personal information, such as name, Social Security number, and address in exchange for instant credit and immediate purchase of goods or services. Businesses and credit reporting agencies sell personal information to other businesses for target marketing purposes to solicit new credit customers.

With a Social Security number, a name, and an address, a credit check with one of the three major credit reporting agencies (also called credit bureaus) is made quickly to see if the consumer is worthy of repaying the debt based on the consumer’s credit rating. When any retailer, landlord, or utility company requests a consumer credit file from a credit reporting agency, current credit reporting industry standards allow the agency to match only two of the following four characteristics on the consumer’s file: the consumer’s (1) name, (2), Social Security number, (3) birth date, (4) account number with the creditor (LoPucki, 2002, p. 25). The credit check is done instantly so the consumer does not have to wait, therefore having the opportunity to change his/her mind on making the purchase.

Litan, reporting for Gartner Research on information technology issues related to identity theft, states that identity theft prevention efforts should focus on stopping fraud at the source, businesses that extend credit (Litan, 2003d). She asserts that financial businesses in the credit economy should not depend on government actions to solve the problem of consumer information exposure and law enforcement. “By denying credit to identity thieves, financial firms will likely leave them no incentive to commit the crime” (Litan, 2003d, p. 2).

Others address the need for businesses to act responsibly by protecting personal information and accepting accountability for potential security breaches. Security breaches, exposure of personal information in a broad sense, occur by thieves stealing information from a business database (hacking) or by employees abusing access privileges to personal information. Solove (2003) asserts that the identity theft finds its root cause in businesses that fail to protect
Congresswoman Feinstein of California proposed federal legislation (S.1350, Notification of Risk to Personal Data Act, 108th Cong., 1st Sess. 2003) requiring businesses to inform consumers when their unencrypted personal information had been compromised in a security breach and exposed to perpetrators. Examples of information exposure are evident in the number of security breaches in the past several years exposing millions of customer and employee records (Clark, Goodyear, & Updegrove, 2003; Jewell, 2004b; Krim, 2003; Kucher, 2004; Laganas, 2002; McIntyre, 2003; Sullivan, 2002; Vijayan, 2004). Although the proposed federal legislation did not pass, California adopted legislation in July 2003 requiring businesses that experience a security breach notify their customers or employees who are California residents that their personal information was exposed and that they may be at risk of identity theft (Bass, 2003; Brandt, 2003; Office of the Attorney General State of California Department of Justice Web site).

The Credit Economy Sector: Findings from the Literature

The literature describes a credit economy that is booming with more consumers using credit now than ever before. Through aggressive marketing and sales strategies, businesses make it convenient for consumers to use credit as a means of encouraging more sales. Moreover, this sector creates a fertile environment for increased exposure of personal information, and hence, increased potential for identity theft.

Sullivan (2004c) explores factors driving the identity theft epidemic through extensive research and discussions with victims and criminals to expose how identity theft works, and in so doing, conveys a system-wide perspective of the identity theft problem. He delves into the beginning of the credit economy growth, grounding the current crisis in historical context. His research reveals creative and abundant ways that thieves access personal information and how easily they acquire credit in the victims’ names. Moreover, he reveals the underpinnings of the identity theft crisis as the credit industry’s need for speed in processing instant credit applications for the sake of business profits.

The Visa brand card corporation reports 429 million Visa credit and debit cards issued in the U.S. in 2003 (Visa card Web site). Visa represents about 50 percent of the credit card market and processed 1.1 trillion U.S. dollars in transactions last year.

The growth of electronic commerce (e-commerce) since 1999 has, in turn, spurred growth in the credit economy. Credit cards are the predominant payment mechanism for Internet purchases. Visa reports on-line sales grew from two percent of total transaction volume in 2000 to six percent in 2003 (Visa Web site). With the success of Internet shopping, e-commerce represented 1.9 percent of total revenues in 2003, up from 0.7 percent in 1999 (E-marketer Web Site; U.S. Department of Commerce Web site). While these percentages seem low compared to total revenue volume in consumer purchases, the growth rate is significant, averaging more than twenty percent per year.
Financial institutions and credit issuers compete for business by mass mailing pre-approved credit card applications. These credit offers require that name, address, and Social Security number be returned for processing a credit check to determine credit worthiness. Customers with certain credit ratings or purchase preferences are targeted through data mining techniques to receive pre-approved offers of credit. In 1996, 2.5 billion pre-approved credit card offers were mailed by financial institutions to lure new customers, whereby the average household received 24 solicitations per year (Killian, 1997). In 1998, approximately 3.4 billion credit card offers were mailed (Givens, 2000), rising to 5 billion in 2003 (Wolk, 2004).

The Public Trust Sector: Findings from the Literature

As identity theft creates more and more victims, public trust in our nation’s businesses and government erodes. Victims are angry at businesses that allow identity theft to occur (Sullivan, 2004c; Sovern, 2003; Benner et al., 2000). When public trust and consumer confidence decline, consumers are less likely to buy goods on credit, which in turn negatively impacts business revenues.

President Bush says identity theft undermines public trust and shaking consumer confidence (Lemke, 2004, p.1). The U.S. Department of Justice’s 2003–2008 Strategic Plan recognizes identity theft as a white collar economic crime that erodes the public trust (2002, p. 2.42). Furthermore, research shows that identity theft is now known to be an organized funding mechanism for terrorist operations and drug-trafficking schemes (Willox & Regan, 2002).

Since consumer spending accounts for two-thirds of our nation’s economy, consumer confidence is an important economic indicator that reflects the U.S. economic growth rate (Dean, 2004). Economic publications report changes in consumer credit card debt levels as a means of keeping a pulse on U.S. consumer confidence (Associated Press, 2004; Aversa, 2004).

Using System Dynamics Modeling to Explore the Identity Theft Problem

Applying the system dynamics methodology to the problem of identity theft complements recent research by taking what researchers have learned about this problem and synthesizing those findings into a conceptual system model that explicitly identifies the underlying feedbacks and delays that are the real driving forces behind the epidemic. By so doing, the dynamics of the problem are more fully understood, and policy options can be evaluated in light of those dynamics. The resulting analysis suggests how and why policy centered on prosecution of thieves is doomed to failure and provides insights for creating policies that can more effectively address the identity theft problem. The model developed herein is intended to address the following questions:

- What are the factors driving the exponential growth in identity theft?
- Is the pursuit and prosecution of thieves an adequate strategy for curbing the epidemic?
- What policies would be effective?

Key variables to consider in the model include identity theft victims and identity thieves. Because this problem has entered the public consciousness in only the last few years, data on the problem come mostly from surveys and theft cases reported since 1990. However, the roots of the problem begin in the 1950s as supported by literature, particularly Sullivan (2004c).
The graphs in Figure 2 show the numbers of identity theft victims since 1990, based on the Synovate study and data collected from cases reported (Givens, 2000 and 2003; Synovate, 2003). The data points estimated in the survey reports are represented on the graphs below with a star symbol. Based on these data points, an increase in the estimated number of identity theft victims over time approximates a 35 percent annual growth rate added as a trend line.

**Figure 2: Identity theft victims 1990-2003**

*Dynamic Hypothesis for the Causes of the Identity Theft Epidemic*

The dynamic hypothesis seeks to answer the question of what drives identity theft, namely: *What are the factors driving the exponential growth in identity theft.* The resulting hypothesis and system model will then provide a basis for answering the last two questions (1) Is the pursuit of identity thieves an adequate strategy, and (2) What policies are needed?

In accordance with Figure 1 and the foregoing discussion, the dynamic hypothesis can be stated as follows. The dominant forces behind the identity theft epidemic are found in an exploding credit economy, coupled with a business culture that plays fast and loose with consumer information, while experiencing almost no negative financial consequences. This culture creates a rapid-feedback, self-reinforcing dynamic that generates ample opportunities for would-be thieves.

This hypothesis stands in contrast to the hypothesis underlying the conventional mental model approach. Namely, that identity theft arises primarily because of a growth in the number of identity thieves. Hence, if we eliminate the thieves, the problem is solved. Referring to Figure 1, this is equivalent to isolating the *Identity Theft* sector as the primary source of the
problem. However, Figure 1 (and the literature) suggests that this growth arises from dynamics outside that sector.

The exponential growth of identity theft incidents (which will later be modeled in the Identity Theft sector) indicates that thieves have a growing number of opportunities for conducting identity theft. Opportunities for identity theft stem from information about other consumers as would-be victims (i.e. Information Exposure) and opportunities to use that information to obtain goods or services in the victims’ name (i.e. Credit Economy). Without both of these factors working in tandem, the identity theft problem would not have the “fuel” to grow as it has. Interactions of these three sectors in Figure 1 do not happen without fall-out. The sector that is affected in the long-term is Public Trust representing consumer confidence tied directly to the Credit Economy sector. Figure 1, as the foundation for stating the dynamic hypothesis represents a tightly-coupled, interdependent system that has been building over a period of 50 years.

Figure 3 shows two different stocks represented by rectangular boxes. The stock named Active identity thieves represents the collection of all individuals committing identity theft at a given point in time. The second stock represents the number of Identity theft victims.

![Figure 3: Identity theft victims stock](image)

The causal link between the Active identity thieves stock to the New victims indicates that the number of identify thieves at any given time has a positive causal influence on the number of new victims. The double-lined arrow labeled as New victims and pointing into the stock of Identity theft victims represents a flow of new identity theft victims In Figure 4, the number of Active identity thieves is reduced by the outflow Thieves caught.

![Figure 4: Active identity thieves stock](image)

*The Identity Theft sector: A mental model and its policy implications.*

Figure 5 shows the same elements as Figure 4, but with more detail added to indicate feedback and dynamic relationships in causal loop diagrams within the Identify Theft sector.
Figure 5: Law enforcement effort drives thieves caught

The single-lined arrow from Active identity thieves to Thieves caught shows that the population of Active identity thieves and the Law enforcement success rate together determine the number of Thieves caught. Moreover, as thieves are caught, the number of Active identity thieves goes down. Hence, there is an unbroken circle of cause-effect relationships running from Active identity thieves to Thieves caught, and back to Active identity thieves. Notice that as the number of active identity thieves increases, so does the number of thieves caught, which in turn reduces the number of active identity thieves. Hence, this is an example of negative feedback: changes at one point in the loop work their way through the chain of cause and effect to “undo” or mitigate the original change.

Similarly, the single-lined arrow from Active identity thieves to New thieves indicates that Active identity thieves, combined with the Baseline growth rate variable determines the number of New thieves. The New thieves flow feeds the stock of Active identity thieves, thereby increasing the size of the stock. This chain of relationships (Active identity thieves > New thieves > Active identity thieves) forms a positive feedback loop. The Degree of law enforcement effort, represents the level of effort that law enforcement agencies place on catching identity thieves. The greater the effort, the greater the Law enforcement success rate (i.e. the percent of active thieves who are caught).

Figure 6 shows the positive causal link relationship between New victims and the Degree of public urgency that arises from an increasing number of new victims. The Public tolerance level serves as a threshold of public tolerance for the problem which, when exceeded, affects the Degree of public urgency. The tolerance level can be influenced by awareness through privacy rights groups and media reports. In this model, Public tolerance level is exogenous meaning that it has no precursor causes in the model (Sterman, 2000, p. 95). For our purposes, this variable can be treated as constant. Further expansion of the model scope is possible by treating this variable as endogenous (i.e. having precursor causes).
A growing number of New victims raises the Degree of public urgency which in turn increases the Degree of law enforcement efforts. This creates the balancing feedback loop “Law enforcement efforts.” This feedback loop is characterized by long delays (indicated by a dash across the causal links). This delay notation reflects the real-life inherent delays and time lag between a growing number of new theft victims and public urgency of the crime. Lags also occur between Public urgency and Degree of law enforcement effort. Delays exist between the Degree of law enforcement effort and the Law enforcement success rate signifying the difficulties in being able to identify and catch the thief. The only flow without a delay in this balancing loop is between the Active identity thieves stock and New victims.

One powerful factor reinforcing identity theft is that the crime is easy to commit and get away with, making it a highly lucrative, low-risk, white collar crime (Brown and Kane, 2002). The low risk of an identity thief being caught is widely reported in the media, which is likely to entice more thieves. This positive feedback loop first described in Figure 5 with the flow between Active identity thieves and New thieves is named in Figure 6 as “Success encourages thieves.” This reinforcing feedback loop represents the immediate financial rewards achieved through identity theft as incentives to encourage New thieves to commit the crime.

The negative feedback loop first identified in Figure 5 is named in Figure 6 as “Catching thieves” and represents the conventional mental model approach of focusing on arresting and prosecuting identity thieves to address the problem. Achievable success rate is an exogenous variable that influences Law enforcement success rate. This variable is an indicator of the percentage of arrests and prosecutions that can be expected from this type of crime. Baseline growth rate is an exogenous variable representing the growth rate of new thieves. When the Achievable success rate is equal to or higher than the Baseline growth rate, there is no increase in identity theft. Identity thefts per thief is an indicator to approximate an average of how many victims result from one thief.

The stock of Active identity thieves is a typical population birth-death model where New thieves are added to the population of thieves and thieves are eliminated from the population as
they are caught. In a balanced situation, the number of New thieves would approximate the number of Thieves caught. Ideally, if the rate at which thieves are caught exceeds the baseline growth rate at which new thieves are added, the number of thieves will decline, and the identity theft epidemic will come to an end as New victims and Active identity thieves level off with a slower growth rate.

How does the system in Figure 6 behave? Figure 7 illustrates the typical behavior over time for this sub-section of the system when, as described above, the Achievable success rate of law enforcement efforts is higher than the Baseline growth rate of the crime. The scales on the axes are not important at this point; only the shape of the curve is relevant to understanding the dynamic behavior of this system. The curve shows how the number of Active identity thieves behaves over time. Notice that in the early stages, the curve exhibits exponential growth. This corresponds to the time before public awareness has reached a crisis and law enforcement efforts are minimal. As the number of victims increases, the Public tolerance level is exceeded, and pressure mounts for greater Law enforcement efforts to catch and prosecute thieves. If “Law enforcement efforts” are successful, more and more thieves are caught, thereby curbing the growth of the New victims stock. The s-shape presupposes aggressive enough law enforcement efforts. One would expect (or hope) that the curve in Figure 7 would eventually decline toward zero, but it does not. This is because the Public tolerance level is a constant. This formulation of the system dynamics implies that “Law enforcement efforts” will stabilize at a point that keeps the epidemic at a level just below the Public tolerance level. If the Public tolerance level were to change, the curve in Figure 7 would move accordingly.

Figure 7 gives some important insights into the role that feedback loops play in the behavior of a complex system. Recall that positive feedback loops tend to create exponential growth. Negative feedback loops try to move the system to some steady state level. Hence, when the curve in Figure 7 exhibits exponential growth in the early stages, this represents a time when the “Success encourages thieves” positive feedback loop dominates the system dynamics. That is, as long as the public is not too upset, “Law enforcement efforts” will be minimal, and thieves will see identity theft as a lucrative, low risk business. Hence, the number of thieves grows exponentially.

The time span in Figure 7, when the curve levels off, corresponds to the goal-seeking behavior indicative of negative feedback. This simulation indicates desirable results of the conventional mental model and that catching thieves works. In particular, when the epidemic is serious enough to warrant public pressure, the “Law enforcement efforts” and “Catching thieves” loops begin to dominate the dynamics, and the system seeks a steady state. In this case, the steady state corresponds to the number of thieves that can be “tolerated” by the Public tolerance level.

In theory, effective law enforcement efforts should mitigate the number of new theft incidents as per Figure 7. In 2002, the federal conviction and sentencing rate for all crimes was 58 percent based on 124,335 cases opened (U.S. Department of Justice Web site). Hence, all else being equal, aggressive law enforcement will eventually curb the crisis. The problem is that “all else is not equal”.
Simulation results of *Achievable success rate* 30 percent; *Baseline growth rate* 20 percent

Figure 7: Conventional mental model simulation results based on optimistic success rates

Figure 7 illustrates the basic premise of the conventional mental model to achieve diminished growth in identity theft. *Achievable success rate* needs to be fairly high and *Baseline growth rate* needs to be below *Achievable success rate* to curb the identity theft growth curve. We next examine whether these rates are realistic.

By comparing these simulated results with the survey data in Figure 2, we see a different curve shape (trend line) for the number of victims annually. The curve in Figure 7 levels off when the *Public tolerance level* increases *Law enforcement efforts* whereas the curve in Figure 2 shows exponential growth continuing with no indication of leveling off.

In 2000, the last year reporting this statistic, it was estimated that identity thieves have a one in 700 (0.14 percent) chance of being caught by law enforcement (Litan, 2003c). Due to resource constraints and the time and effort identity theft cases require, law enforcement generally limits its investigation to those cases involving more than $100,000 (Sullivan, 2004c). Most identity theft cases do not reach this amount and therefore do not receive attention from law enforcement (Sullivan, 2004c). Therefore, *Achievable success rate* is set to 5 percent in the model simulation to more closely reflect reality yet giving leeway to more success in law enforcement efforts through focused sting operations. Additionally, the *Baseline growth rate* is set to 25 percent. Both rates are chosen to be conservative (i.e. higher law enforcement success and lower theft growth) while representing a realistic look at the potential impact of increased law enforcement efforts.

The sub-model in Figure 6 was run and compared to actual data. The results in Figure 8, below illustrate two cases: (1) a “best fit” case in which the *Achievable success rate* and Baseline rate match the victim survey data and (2) an “optimistic” case (corresponding to the s-curve in Figure 7) whose success rate is assumed to exceed *Baseline growth rate*. New simulation results in Figure 8 are based on these revised rates. The graphs show the previous simulation results under the current mental model (the lower trend line) compared to simulation results using revised rates. The revised rates produce exponential growth in new victims similar to the curve shape and scale to the Synovate (2003) survey and Givens (2000) survey data shown in Figure 2.
Upper trend line simulation results of *Achievable success rate* 5%; *Baseline growth rate* 25% (see Fig. 2)
Lower trend line simulation results of *Achievable success rate* 30%; *Baseline growth rate* 20% (see Fig. 7)
★Star symbol shows the numbers of cumulative victim estimates based on survey data

**Figure 8: Simulation results comparing conventional mental model to survey data**

These simulation results suggest that policies focused primarily on aggressive pursuit and prosecution of thieves will likely be ineffective in curbing identity theft. In fact, such policies cannot succeed unless we can assume that policy makers underwrite a Herculean and expensive law enforcement effort in law enforcement, and that those efforts lead to unprecedented success rates in catching thieves. From a systems standpoint, the failure of the current approach to mitigate identity theft by arresting and prosecuting thieves indicates that there are other factors driving identity theft, which are not accounted for in the *Identity Theft* sector. The following sections will attempt to provide a fuller explanation of the identify theft epidemic that draws on the aforementioned dynamic hypothesis and elaborates on the relationships in Figure 1.

*Information exposure: Growing access to personal information.*

The conventional mental model described above does not tell the whole story. It does not account for the factors driving *Baseline growth rate*. It presumes that the main reason that identity theft is on the rise is because the number of thieves is on the rise. Hence, if we reduce the number of thieves, the problem will go away. However, this mental outlook ignores the fact that the growth in identity thieves is driven by other factors that must be addressed to understand the systemic problem and potential solutions.
One factor creating opportunities for thieves is the growth in consumer personal information exposure. The **Information Exposure** sector explores more completely the basic definition of identity theft: thieves use personal information belonging to other consumers in order to acquire goods or services in another’s name. Each time personal information is shared, it is exposed to those who process it and store it. As information is shared by people, across organizations, and matched between information databases, new instances of exposure occur in the reinforcing “Information economy” feedback loop created by the single-lined arrow from **Instances of information exposure** to **New instances** in Figure 9.

![Figure 9: Information exposure](image)

The single-lined arrow from the exogenous variable **Internet growth rate** to **New instances** represents the exponential growth of data available on the Internet in the last ten years. The Internet presents a host of opportunities for exposing information, such as fraud scams enticing consumers to link to fraudulent Web sites and divulge personal information (Fisher, 2004). The exogenous variable **Internet growth rate** could be expanded in future research and treated as an endogenous variable by including it in feedback loops. For model simplicity, **Internet growth rate** is treated as an exogenous variable helping to create **New instances** of information exposure. As the stock of **Instance of information exposure** grows, more opportunities are created for identity thieves. (**Note**: the square box in Figure 10 represents the **Identity Theft** sector and is shown as a link to simplify the diagram and to emphasize the section of the model under discussion. The entire model will be presented later in the model section.)

The single-lined arrow going from **Instances of personal information exposure** to **Instances eliminated** is the flow of information that is no longer exposed. With the outflow from the stock **Instances of information exposure**, a negative feedback loop is created. On the premise that once information is exposed, therefore vulnerability to copying and preserving for future use, this balancing loop is weak compared to the positive reinforcing growth loop of the “Information economy.”

Businesses and credit reporting agencies storing personal information sell it to other businesses that target their marketing efforts to solicit new credit customers. A fraction of those target marketing solicitations result in new customer credit applications. Thus, in Figure 10, **New instances** of personal information exposure create a stock of **Instances of personal information exposure**. The **Sale of personal information for target marketing** helps businesses produce **New credit customer solicitations** which leads to **Consumer credit applications**. Consumers
applying for credit divulge personal information that is then used in **Instant credit checks with credit reporting agencies** to determine credit worthiness of the applicant. Divulging personal information in the application process leads to **New instances** of information exposure.

![Figure 10: Information economy loop](image)

Findings in the literature support the growth in the “Information economy” loop, which produces exponential growth in the **Information Exposure** sector. This growth feeds **Opportunities for identity theft**, which in turn drives the **Identity Theft** sector.

*Dynamics of the growing credit economy.*

The **Credit Economy** sector is an important element in the system dynamics driving identity theft and cannot be ignored. Consumer credit debt has grown since the 1950s and exponentially since the late 1980s. Credit spending is an important U.S. indicator signaling strength of the economy and consumer confidence (Dean, 2004).

Figure 11 shows the consumer debt level in 2003 at an all-time high of 1.98 trillion U.S. dollars. Consumer debt is composed of revolving (credit card) and installment debt, which are extensions of credit to individuals for personal expenditures (Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia Web site). Consumer debt has increased on average seven percent annually from 1990 to 2003, spiking to almost 15 percent in 1995 and 17 percent in 2000.
This level of consumer debt growth is sustained by retailers and financial institutions doling out instant credit with cursory credit application verification to encourage customers to purchase goods (Litan, 2003c; Solove, 2003, p. 32). Figure 12 represents the trend of annual consumer debt level compared to the annual number of identity theft victims since 1990. The trend shows exponential growth similar in shape to each set of data plotted over years as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 11. The correlation of these two sets of data, consumer debt and identity theft victims, signifies a common driving force - fast and easy access to new consumer credit accounts.

To explore what is happening, we begin building a model for the Credit Economy sector in Figure 13. The new stock element is Active consumer credit accounts. Like the other basic stock models described earlier, it is a birth-death model. The outflow arrow goes to Inactive accounts and creates a negative feedback loop as inactive accounts reduce the total number of active credit accounts. Inactive rate is an exogenous variable that interacts with the Active consumer credit accounts stock to produce Inactive accounts to show the rate at which active...
accounts become inactive. New accounts feed Active consumer credit accounts by the double-lined inflow arrow. The Application acceptance rate is the percentage of Consumer credit applications that become New accounts. For modeling purposes the Application acceptance rate is set high (99 percent) and the Inactive rate is low (0.1 percent). The basic model shows that as more new consumer credit accounts are opened and active, business revenues go up as consumers buy on credit.

![Diagram of consumer credit accounts stock](image)

Figure 13: Consumer credit accounts stock

Interplay: Credit Economy, Information Exposure, & Identity Theft sectors.

Figure 14 expands this basic model. Consumer credit applications prompt lenders to extend credit to new consumers by making instant credit checks with credit reporting agencies. As new credit customers are approved, New accounts are opened, and Business revenues increase by more credit sales. Annual revenue per account is an exogenous variable that converts Active consumer credit accounts to Business revenue. Lenders encourage consumer credit spending through mailed solicitations, incentives, rebates, and zero-percent financing options. Target marketing effort is an exogenous variable that is a percentage of Business revenue spent on marketing efforts for New credit customer solicitations. A percentage of these solicitations (Response rate) result in consumer credit applications. This forms the “Credit economy” reinforcing loop. It has a short feedback cycle whereby businesses see the effects of new credit accounts through financial statement revenue reported on a monthly, quarterly, and yearly basis.

We can now combine the two feedback loops to produce Figure 14. In putting the two feedback loops together, we see how the Information Exposure sector drives the Credit Economy sector and vice versa. This is a tightly-coupled system where the two feedback loops depend on one another. A quick run through of both loops working together show that information exposure drives target marketing efforts to solicit customers who then apply for credit accounts. Through the Consumer credit application process, personal information is divulged which creates more Instances of information exposure.
Figure 14: Credit economy and information economy loops

This model reflects that once personal information is divulged, it is exposed indefinitely. The two loops together feed the exponential growth of identity theft. There are no strong negative feedback loops that would tend to balance the exponential growth rate and cause the growth to level off in reaching an equilibrium state. Instead, the effect is exponential growth in opportunities for identity theft. All feedback loops discussed to this point are combined in Figure 15. The positive loops associated with the Credit Economy and the Information Exposure sectors drive the opportunities for identity theft while balancing the loops in the Identity Theft sector.

Figure 15: Combined feedback loops of three sectors

We see that Opportunities for identity theft drive the Baseline growth rate that was discussed in the Identity Theft sector. Exponential growth in the Credit Economy and the Information Exposure sectors leads to exponential growth in the Identity Theft sector. This mental model more thoroughly explains the dynamics driving the 35 percent increase in identity theft.
theft victims shown in the literature. The model shows the dynamics driving identity theft and how powerful those dynamics are relative to the “Law enforcement efforts” and “Catching thieves” balancing loops. Note that these balancing loops contain delays (cross marks on the causal links), which lessen their ability to respond quickly. The positive feedback loops on the other hand are quick to respond to reinforcing behavior, thus producing exponential growth.

**Role of the Public Trust sector.**

The last sector to be explored is **Public Trust**. The increasing numbers of identity theft victims over the last five years causes consumers to lose trust in business practices and government policy that allow identity theft to occur. One out of six U.S. adults has become a victim of identity theft since 1990 making consumers concerned for their own financial security. The burden of cleaning up the mess left by identity theft falls to individual victims who have little or no control over the crime (Givens, 2003). Identity theft shakes consumer confidence, which over time affects the credit economy.

The literature identifies impacts from identity theft on victims, businesses, and society. The impact on businesses will be modeled with regard to the data security issues found in the literature. More could be addressed in this area by future models. Impact to victims is without question, devastating. Collectively, the impact to individuals will be examined as the effect on the **Public Trust** sector. The impact on public trust will be discussed relative to the **Degree of public urgency** first discussed in the **Identity Theft** sector.

When businesses fail to implement appropriate data security policies, procedures, and systems, personal information is exposed making it vulnerable to perpetrators. Generally, businesses do not have the incentive to protect personal information therefore businesses do not put forth the cost and effort to do so (Sovern, 2003, p. 368).

One reason that financial institutions may not feel the urgency of identity theft as individual consumers do is that losses from credit card fraud are not concentrated on the banks issuing credit cards. Instead, current business practices pass losses from identity theft back to the merchant who accepted the fraudulent charges (Sovern, 2003). Spreading the cost dilutes the potency of the 50 billion U.S. dollar loss to businesses estimated in 2003 so that many merchants share the burden (Synovate, 2003, p. 6). However, when financial losses from identity theft mount, or the threat for future loss exists, businesses are motivated to put forth the effort to protect personal information.

Figure 16 shows **Active identity thieves** leading to **Financial losses for businesses** at the time that a new victim is created. Losses occur because the identity thief charged goods on a credit account in a victim’s name for which the thief has no intention of repaying. If the victim can prove that he/she did not acquire the goods and that a theft has occurred, generally the victim does not have to repay the creditor. The loss of stolen goods is absorbed by the business lending credit to a thief. (**Note:** The legal ramifications are more extensive, but simplified for the purpose of building the model.)

**Financial losses for businesses** motivate **Businesses’ effort to protect personal information**. Better data protection practices efforts lead to **Instances eliminated** thus reducing
the stock of *Instances of information exposure* and reducing *Opportunities for identity theft*. Both causal links have positive directional signs. Adding these flows creates the “Businesses protecting data” balancing feedback loop in Figure 16.

Some businesses have recently made efforts to better protect consumer information. When consumer personal information is provided to a business through an application for credit, there are two ways that information can be exposed: (1) electronically in an unencrypted database exposing it to potential theft from anyone with access to the data, and (2) physically through the paperwork of business transactions making it at risk to insiders, employees and employers (Michigan State University Web site). Data security business policies and practices determine the businesses’ level of effort to protect personal information.

Legislation holding businesses liable for not adequately protecting data is a threat for a financial loss. This *Legislative pressure to protect personal information* is an exogenous variable in Figure 16 that also drives *Businesses’ effort to protect personal information*. California passed notification of security breach legislation in July 2003 requiring California resident notification when their unencrypted personal data was compromised (i.e. exposed) as a result of a security breach (Office of the Attorney General State of California Web site; Bass, 2003; Brandt, 2003). This is one example of legal action encouraging corporate accountability, or risk being held liable in a lawsuit for not protecting consumer personal information. A similar bill was presented by the Senate, but failed to be included in federal legislation last year (S.1350, Notification of Risk to Personal Data Act, 108th Cong., 1st Sess., 2003).

From the consumer viewpoint, as the *Degree of public urgency* increases, *Public trust and consumer confidence* decreases. Erosion of *Public trust and consumer confidence* happens over a long period of time and is indicated by a delay marking on the causal link. As *Public trust and consumer confidence* decreases, businesses may fear losing customers, which
increases Business efforts to protect personal information. This link creates the balancing feedback loop “Rebuild consumer confidence.”

Current business practices and U.S. laws feed the systemic problem of identity theft. Businesses have legal recourse by pursuing victims when debts are incurred fraudulently in victims’ names (Solove, 2003; LoPucki, 2002). When that avenue is exhausted, accounting practices allow businesses to expense uncollectible debts as a cost of doing business. Businesses are willing to accept the risk of extending bad credit because the financial loss is a small fraction of business revenue. The relatively small percentage of transaction volume due to theft does not give financial institutions incentive to change their business practices (Litan, 2003a, p. 2).

The last causal links to be added to the model stem from Public trust and consumer confidence as shown in Figure 17. When Public trust and consumer confidence decrease, consumers may react by withdrawing from the Credit economy sector in two ways: closing active consumer accounts and not applying for new credit. As Public trust and consumer confidence decrease, the Inactive rate for credit accounts will have the opposite effect shown by a minus on the causal link. This link creates the balancing feedback loop “Loss of faith” where consumers close existing credit accounts.

Another balancing feedback loop is formed by a causal link from Public trust and consumer confidence to Response rate for new credit applications. As Public trust and consumer confidence decreases, Response rate also decreases, thus a plus sign is used on the causal link indicating the corresponding effect. This completes a balancing feedback loop “No credit for me.”

Figure 17: System dynamics model of the identity theft problem
Both of these balancing feedback loops show delay marks indicating long-term effects of identity theft on public trust and consumer confidence. The overall economic impact of the cycle shows a decrease in active consumer credit accounts and a long-term negative impact on the credit economy through the erosion of public trust and consumer confidence.

Validation and Analysis

The system dynamics model in Figure 17 provides a detailed system theoretic explanation of the dynamic hypothesis described in this thesis. Moreover, this model represents the author’s mental model of the underlying dynamics behind the identity theft epidemic. If correct, this model suggests that exponential growth in the **Credit Economy** and the **Information Exposure** sectors drives exponential growth in the **Identity Theft** sector and also suggests that efforts to curb the epidemic will fail if they ignore these other sectors and concentrate primarily on catching thieves (in the **Identity Theft** sector of Figure 1). The question is whether or not this mental model in Figure 19 squares with reality.

The literature supports the dynamic hypothesis and model in Figure 17. For example, all of the following are increasing at an exponential or higher rate: credit accounts (Visa Web site), consumer debt (Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia Web site), credit offer solicitations (Killian, 1997; Givens, 2000; Wolk, 2004) information exposure (Sullivan, 2004c), and identity theft victims (Synovate, 2003).

A key feature in Figures 1 and 17 is the “Information economy” positive feedback loop between the **Credit Economy** and the **Information Exposure** sectors. This loop drives exponential (or faster) growth in both of these sectors, thereby leading to higher and higher levels of information exposure. As this happens, the opportunities for identity theft dramatically increase, thereby leading to more and more thieves, identify theft incidents, and identify theft victims. The model implies that the resulting rate of growth of the population of active identity thieves outstrips any realistic or affordable law enforcement efforts. Hence, the validity of the model and the findings implied in the earlier sections depend on the validity of this positive feedback loop between the **Credit Economy** and **Information Exposure** sectors.

The large amount of revenue that financial institutions and retailers gain through consumer credit spending overshadows the potential loss that could result from issuing bad credit. Visa estimates that fraud losses are between 0.05 and 0.07 percent of transactions or seven cents per 100 U.S. dollars in transactions (Visa Web site). Banks estimate that one percent of credit card, banking, and loan applications are fraudulent largely due to identity theft (Litan, 2003e). These low percentages mask the magnitude of identity theft incidents given the high volume of credit applications and corporate revenues. Thus, businesses continue to supply instant credit as long as revenues well-exceed losses stemming from identity theft.

Financial institutions and credit issuers compete for business by mass mailing pre-approved credit card applications requiring name, address, and Social Security number be returned for credit checking processing. Customers with certain credit ratings or purchase preferences are targeted through data analysis to receive pre-approved offers of credit. In 1996, 2.5 billion pre-approved credit card offers were mailed by financial institutions to lure new customers, whereby the average household received 24 solicitations per year (Killian, 1997). In
1998, approximately 3.4 billion pre-approved credit card offers were mailed (Givens, 2000), rising to 5 billion in 2003 (Wolk, 2004).

The two graphs in Figure 18 show simulation results of running the credit economy loop with parameters set to reflect currently available numbers. The active consumer credit accounts represent an estimate of all consumer debt accounts, revolving and installment.

![Figure 18: Simulation results of credit economy loop](image)

While new customer solicitations appear to reflect the 1996 and 1998 reported numbers (2.5 and 3.4 billion, respectively), the simulation shows that solicitations may be higher even than that reported for 2003 (5 billion). The significance and concern of the upward trend in credit card solicitation mailings is the opportunity they present for a perpetrator to commit identity theft by applying for credit in the victim’s name.

To validate the **Identity Theft** sector, model simulation results of victims are compared to estimated victims reported in the literature (see Figure 19). The star symbol represents data points of the cumulative number of victims of identity theft estimated by 2003 Synovate survey data of U.S. adults. Simulation results produced data points following a similar curve shape as shown in the upper, smooth line.
Conclusions

The system dynamics model in Figure 17 shows the positive, reinforcing feedback loops associated with factors underlying and driving exponential growth in identity theft. All positive loops have a quick feedback cycle, which reinforces the behavior at a fast pace. The balancing feedback loops, located predominantly in the lower right corner of Figure 17, have delays causing them to be weaker to respond in balancing the positive, growth loops.

The system dynamics model demonstrates that addressing the problem of identity theft solely by the conventional mental model of catching thieves is not adequate for reducing identity theft incidents due to underlying reinforcing feedback loops driving opportunities for thieves, namely the Credit Economy sector and the Information Exposure sector. A conventional mental model entices policymakers to respond to public pressure arising from increased identity theft incidents by enacting legislation to prosecute identity thieves. Policy decisions based predominantly on the conventional mental model address the symptoms of the identity theft problem without addressing the underlying systemic causes and the long-term impact on Public Trust.

The conventional mental model of catching thieves is analogous to plugging a hole in a dam to prevent a leak from becoming bigger. As the water level rises, the pressure builds behind the dam causing more and bigger holes (Opportunities for identity theft). The flaws and weakness of the dam’s infrastructure cannot be fixed solely by plugging the holes (Law enforcement efforts and Catching thieves). Similarly, as businesses continue to play fast and loose with consumer personal information, and as more thieves see the financial gains with little risk of getting caught, the loss of consumer confidence weakens the economy over time. Policymakers and businesses afraid that tightening the instant credit flow by more careful verification of customer identities would cause an immediate slow-down in the economy, failing to see the long-term economic damage of the current system dynamics (Sullivan, 2004c).

In modeling the driving forces behind the identity theft problem, several policy-setting conclusions are theorized by running simulations. First, “Law enforcement efforts” will never be effective in curbing the high growth rate in identity theft by attempting to reduce the number of identity thieves. Second, personal information is not secret, is made more available through target marketing in the Information Exposure sector, and will continue to be exposed to some
degree even with “Businesses protecting data.” Third, the financial rewards for identity thieves are quick and easy which drive “Success encourages thieves.” Lastly, soliciting new credit customer applicants increases Business revenues in the Credit Economy sector. Overall, the exponential growth of exposed personal information makes instant credit easy to obtain, identity theft easy to commit, and law enforcement ineffective from a systemic view.

Future research to further refine the model is to validate the modeling assumptions represented by the feedback loops through data collection. An assumption in the current credit economy, evidenced in the literature, is that financial institutions are unwilling to slow the pace of issuing credit because fast, easy, and recklessly issued credit spurs the U.S. economy (Litan, 2003c; LoPucki, 2002; Solove, 2003; Sovern, 2003; Sullivan, 2004c; Synovate, 2003). This assumption plays a dominant role in creating the conventional mental model associated with current policy, business practices, and potential solutions to prevent identity theft. Under the principle of corporate governance, business leaders and policymakers should examine if this assumption reflects accountable and responsible actions on behalf of business organizations. What is best for the long-term health of the economy? What are the consequences from policy decisions regarding the Credit Economy, Information Exposure, Identity Theft, and the Public Trust sectors? Based on the system model, what policies would be effective?

With the system dynamics model in Figure 17 as a new mental model, policies should be considered that will introduce balancing loops to mitigate the growth in identity theft. Just as the model shows the factors driving identity theft, it provides insight to the vulnerabilities where policy and business practice changes can be made to change the behavior over time. Reducing the exponential growth in identity theft is a three-fold effort represented in the three sectors Identity Theft, Information Exposure, and Credit Economy.

We conclude through the modeling process that “Law enforcement efforts” and “Catching thieves” balancing loops in the Identity Theft sector are necessary but not adequate to control the exponential growth. What can be changed in the Information Exposure and Credit Economy sectors to decrease opportunities for identity theft?

Although it is recognized that personal information should not be considered private, it should be protected to prevent further unnecessary exposure and enticement for identity thieves. Policy and business practice changes should, at a minimum, consider the following recommendations for the Information Exposure sector:

1) Businesses should examine their information systems to see how the consumer’s Social Security number is used and where it is printed.
   a. Social Security numbers should not be used or stored unless it is vital to the consumer’s financial or employment history
   b. If it is deemed necessary to maintain the Social Security number, it should be stored as encrypted data, there should be adequate system security, and business policies and practices should limit personnel with access rights.

2) Consumers should have a more active role in indicating how their personal information is used and an easier way to communicate their desires to businesses.

3) Stiffer penalties for organizations that expose personal information through information systems security breaches or through poor business practices.
Identity theft prevention needs to occur in the *Credit Economy* sector where the following policy and business practice changes should, at a minimum, consider the following recommendations:

1) The credit applicant’s identification should be authenticated through some instantaneous means of identity risk assessment before credit is extended.

2) Consumers should be able to protect themselves by controlling whether credit is extended in their name to prevent identity thieves from quickly and easily receiving credit using another person’s information.

Further research is needed to consider each of these recommendations in business policy changes and their impact on the system dynamics model. Resistance to policy changes needs to be evaluated in view of current policies, parties affected, and principles of corporate governance and accountability (The Critical Infrastructure Protection Program Report, 2004, p. 1).

By using a system dynamics model to explore the underlying causes of a problem and its feedback loops, decision-makers have a new mental model substantiating policy options. Complex problems, such as identity theft, can be modeled incorporating multiple viewpoints to produce the best possible representation of the problem. This particular model demonstrates that exponential growth in the *Identity Theft* sector is driven by exponential growth in the *Credit Economy* sector by easily accessible credit using exposed personal information in the *Information Exposure* sector. While efforts in law enforcement and businesses protecting personal information are an integral part of the cycle to counteract identity theft, those actions alone will never be enough to reduce the exponential growth in identity theft. Technological solutions, legislation, and business practices should focus preventive efforts at the point of application for consumer credit with more thorough customer identification processes, before identity theft occurs.
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